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Biodegradable* Bakery Packs
EcoSmart® Biodegradable* Bakery Range is designed to 
maximise shelf appeal and inspire impulse buying. The 
family of containers provides a strong, clear and functional 
solution for showcasing a variety of baked goods.

This family of products is made from recyclable P.E.T. and 
features the Eco-Smart® biodegrading* additive creating 
an environmentally conscious packaging solution. 

Recyclable P.E.T.1

High clarity for 
excellent presentation

Ribbed construction 
for added strength

Combo-Pak® includes 
clear lids and black bases 
in the same carton

Australian made in HACCP 
accredited facilities

Biodegradable* in  
a modern landfill 
to ASTM D5511 standards

*Eco-Smart® polypropylene cups have been shown to biodegrade 10.8% after 164 days; Eco-Smart® lids, plates & bowls have been sh own to biodegrade 24% after 216 days; Eco-Smart®  Foam cups have been 
shown to biodegrade 28.85% after 80 days, under conditions that simulate a wetter biologically active landfill, using the ASTM D 5511 standard test. Note that a stated rate of degradation does not mean the 
product will continue to decompose. Testing continues on all Eco-Smart®  products to track the rate of biode gradation. All data will be made available on our website: www.castawa yfoodpackaging.com.au
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Biodegradable* Bakery Packs

CA-CVCD100
198 x 100mm

200 bases + 200 lids
per carton

Large Cake Combo-Pak®

CA-CVCD050
198 x 50mm

200 bases + 200 lids
per carton

Small Cake Combo-Pak®

CA-CVCD075
198 x 75mm

200 bases + 200 lids
per carton

 Medium Cake Combo-Pak®

CA-CVCD080 
180 x 80mm

175 bases + 175 lids
per carton

80mm Cake Combo-Pak®

CA-CVDT6
277 x 108mm

–
350 per carton

Six Spiral Donut Clam

CA-CVP073
273 x 192 x 51mm

100 per sleeve
200 per carton

Six Iced Donut Pack

CA-CVP074
248 x 133 x 77mm

100 per sleeve
200 per carton

Double Custard Pack

CA-CVP064
180 x 180 x 75mm

100 per sleeve
200 per carton

Four Muffin Pack

CA-CVT4 
180 x 180 x 75mm 

270 bases + 270 lids 
per carton

Four Tart Combo-Pak®

CA-CVTFAM 
190 x 46mm

250 bases + 250 lids
per carton

Family Tart Combo-Pak®

CA-CVUTLM
210 x 235 x 67mm

300 bases + 300 lids
per carton

Medium Utility Combo-Pak®

CA-CVBAR
228 x 128 x 85mm

300 bases + 300 lids
per carton

Bar Cake Combo-Pak®


